
NOTES ON MICROFILM DOCUMENTS CBTAINED FROM ARGHIVES 

go" 3 Report of the Secret Service December 18, 1963 (declassified 8/12/65) 
Page 16 indicates that the Secret Service had portable radios for communication 
between the lead car and the follow-up cars. 

Page 21 More than 15 Dallas Police motorcycles were assigned to the motorcade. 
Two flanked the rear of the Presidential car on each side. 

Page 30 The cmrowd was friendly but Landis noticed one picket sign re Cuba. 
Exhibits-—-page 11 Four Secret Service agents from the Dallas office of the SS 
were assigned to over-all security measures. 

Mike Howard arrived at Love Field after Mrs, Kennedy had boarded the plane, 

accompanied by SS agent William Duncan of the Fort worth office. Howard asked 
Dallas agent Roger Warner to return to Fort Worth to question a suspect, 

Donald Wayne House 

404 Lula 

Ranger, Texas 

Inspector Kelley arrived at Dallas about 11 pm 11/22/63. He despatched Lawson 
to accompany Vince Drain to Washington with the physical evidence. Lawson and. 
Drain left Carswell AFB at 3.10 am, arriving at Andrews AFB at 6.30 am Saturday. 

Secret Service agent Johnsen of the White House Detail was on guard duty outside 
the emergency room at Parkland Hospital, Just before Johnsen left the hospital 
with the body, a hospital security officer named Wright brought a bullet to hin, 
Wright told Johnsen that the bullet had been found "on a stretcher with President 
Kennedy may have been placed on." He said also that he had found rubber gloves, 
a stethescope, and other medical paraphenalia "on this same stretcher," 
This information is presented in a memorandum by Johnsen at 7.30 pom. 11/22/63 
in which he says that it was not determined who had used the stretcher in question’ 
or if the Fresident had used it.



Secret Service to J Lee Rankin on 1/6/64 \details handling of the Presidential 

ear since 11/22/63. It was examined in the white House garage by four FBI 

agents, including Robert Frazier, after midnight 11/22~23/1963. 

Commission Document No. 1554 | 
FBI list of exhibits in FBI possession as of October 14, 1964 (as requested by 
historian Goldberg) 

Pages 1-38 consist of items which have Commission Exhibit numbers 

Page 39 ff list exhibits not assigned CEs (including some of which parts 

were converted into CEs, which are designated by asterisks) 

Items to be checked 

FBI Sxhibit No. 

171 Rent receipt "I Dawson" dated 8/9/63 at New Orleans Check against LHO 
alleged rental of 
an office for FPCC 

196 One letter and envelope from John Connally to Oswald No date nor subject 
indicated 

208 Note bearing phone number Emerson 3-1365 

231 Slip of paper with the names Carlos J Bungier 
wags M. Crug 
Lt), Wm Gaillot 

27k Oswald letter of Federal Income| Tax Bureau No date indicated 

*BL Wallet belonging to Oswald containing: (lists every item found in 
Manning Clements report WR 614-617 except the "Hidell" card) 

0255 Texas flag, small 

C286 Book entitled "The Iliad" - Homer 

6323 Bottle cap found in Dealey Plaza 

032k Piece of metal found in Dealey Pass



Four-page interview record signed by Oswald When? by whom? 

Check signed Virgin L. Reece . 

Letter to Mrs. Gwynne Gassaway 

Anonymous letter signed Fabian MeZlroy 

Photocopies bearing known writings of John T, Dutcher 
Daniel Quinn 

Selective Service Notice of Classification in the name Alek James. Hidell 

Two empty boxes marked "6,5 Italian Ammunition" 

Three colored enlargements made from 35 mm transparencies 
taken by Stuart L. Reed 

Known handwriting and hand printing of Jeno Farkas 

Slip of paper bearing typewritten message beginning "So you put..." 

Original and carbon of typewriting samples from the typewriter of Victor Cohen 

Three sheets of paper bearing known handwriting and hand 
printing of Walter R. Hewell 

Ditto, George W, Allman 

Seven 3 x 5" index cards, 4 bearing the name "A.J. Hidel" 
and ' 3 «ON " "MACS. Hidell® 

Slip of paper bearing known handwriting of Lev (Leo) Setyaev 

Three pages of handwritingof George Bouhe 

One sheet of paper bearing known handwritingof Francisco Alvarado 

Known handwriting of Lucio Lopez Medina


